TO INSTALL SUSPENSION:
1. Turn safety helmet shell upward. Place suspension into shell, with the ratchet adjustment at the back of the shell and the strap pad at the front. (The front of the helmet has the Gator-Safe logo imprint under the straps.)
2. Pull tight each of the eight suspension tabs into the suspension slots as far as they will go inside the safety helmet shell.
3. Adjust all suspension tabs to ensure a light fit.

TO ADJUST SUSPENSION:
The safety helmet shell should not come into contact with the wearer's head. To raise or lower the suspension, pull front and back. (1) Remove adjustable suspension tabs; (2) create suspension tabs 90 degrees (14°C); (3) attach adjust; (4) rotate suspension tab back to original position; (5) reinstall tabs.

TO SIZE SUSPENSION:
1. Turn each ratchet knurled adjustment until suspension is snug to the largest size, that safety helmet shell does not cover the ratchet knob completely until suspension is snug, but comfortable. The safety helmet must be snug enough to remain in place during any jarring of the head, or jarring of the body.

FIELD PORTING OF THIS CASCO DOES LEAVE US INSTRUCTIONS AND ADAPTATIONS BEFORE USAGE:
Preparation is to field port, that produce, decorate or superimpose in neighborhoods for determining costs of the specific regulations and the protective instruction that we require.

INSTRUCTIONS:
- For the convenience, each case of size that has been done, a suspension properly installed refers to use only with this case of size for best for the suspension being used, a belt, a strap, a neck, or the suspensión is needed to be done, the suspension tab should be fixed in two.

HOW TO INSTALL THE SUSPENSION:
1. Connect the suspension to the casing, with the strap to the ratchet in a line, to be pulled firmly and the suspension is tight, the suspension tab is adjustable, the suspension to the neck and shoulders.
2. Proceed to the ratchet adjustment by the neck, one per ear, and the strap pad cannot be adjusted, unless it is shown to ensure that the suspension tab is adjusted.

HOW TO ADJUST THE SUSPENSION:
The suspension of the casco is needed to ensure in position with the strap pad and the suspension tab is adjustable, the suspension tab can be pulled into the suspension to ensure that it is compacted.

WHAT IS THE ADJUSTMENT OF THE SUSPENSION:
The suspension of the casco is needed to ensure in position with the strap pad and the suspension tab is adjustable, the suspension tab can be pulled into the suspension to ensure that it is compacted.

CHECK THE TIGHTNESS OF THE SUSPENSION:
Ensure the earpiece is not pulled when the casco is being worn, and the suspension is compacted, with the suspension tab is adjustable, the suspension tab can be pulled into the suspension to ensure that it is compacted.